WELCOME HOME

- Bhaav
- Flow
- Mitra’s
- Maitri Space
BHAAV

9am December 24th - 9pm December 26th

Be the change you wish to see in the world.
'I am because we are'

When humanity; effortlessly, becomes the center of all our work, and when we serve selflessly from an absolute persistence to tune more towards internal transformation along with external service then a collective strength emerges.

Our intent is to build that noble companionship (sanghath) where we all walk together. Our collective (sangh) is Love Jagat. When such friends come together in this form then we walk longer & together, slowly & steadily.
Prem and Maitri is the string that hold our journeys together

The deeper intention behind the idea of Laddership is for \textit{(jeevan parivartan)} self transformation & thought transformation. Through the macro lens of selfless service our idea is to deepen the understanding that in the well-being of the world, lies our own well-being. It is about being joyous in the process. Our inherent nature \textit{(prakruti)} of recognizing our individual gifts is the root of all things.

We believe that this is a humble effort to cultivate a union of hearts. When we create deeper bonds of friendships, then it will effortlessly uplift each other’s gifts and allow the space for \textit{Maitri} to blossom naturally.
FLOW

9am December 24th - 9pm December 26th

Joy of togetherness
DAY 1 - COOPERATE (सहयोग)

MORNING

Opening Circle - (Rahul / Neeti / All)
MBL Prem-Station
(Khush/Meghna/Many)

AFTERNOON

Stories from “Nested Communities”. (Mihir)
DAY 1 - COOPERATE (सहयोग)

EVENING
Journeys of Young Ladders (Jignasha / Deven)

LATE EVENING
Dil Ki Kahani & Prayer Circle (Sheetal / Shaalini)
DAY 2 - CO-CREATE (समन्वय)

MORNING
Prem-Station (Nipun)
Break Outs (All)

AFTERNOON
ME to WE
(Rupali / Bhumika / All)
DAY 2 - CO-CREATE (समन्वय)

EVENING

Community Gardeners
(Sachi / Parag)

LATE EVENING

Heart Circle around a bon-fire :)
(All)
DAY 3 - CULTIVATE (साधना)

**MORNING**
Tribute to Ishwar Dada
(Anar Ben / Nipun)

**AFTERTNOON**
Closing Circle
(Rahul / Neeti / All)
DAY 3 - CULTIVATE (साधना)

EVENING

Community evening at the Jai Jagat Show (Nimo and Gandhi Ashram kids)
MITRA’S

9am December 24th - 9pm December 26th
ABOUT MAITRI SPACE

9am December 24th - 9pm December 26th
ENVIRONMENTAL SANITATION INSTITUTE

Environmental Sanitation Institute (ESI) was founded by Ishwar Bhai Patel whose lifelong commitment was to educate, innovate and bring awareness towards the removal of untouchability as well as facilitate conversations of inner and outer sanitation situation across every strata of society. More: www.esi.org.in

Maitri Space is one such seed within the ESI campus that provides a sacred space to be with yourself, offers a space of expression to experience the joy of togetherness and Maitri with all beings.
MAITRI SPACE

It is a space where there is mutual trust and affection that co-exist in harmony with each other. A space that facilitates an ever deepening readiness & persistence to support one another towards the intention of Universal good.

This inner Maitri Space is guided through the intentions of Dosti (Friendship), Disha (Direction), Drishti (Deeper Perspective) and Darshan (aspiration towards well being of all). The foundation of which is Love - "Sabse Oonchi Prem Sagai" (Love is the highest form of connection).
When we will all see our role in society as servants, we will all light up the sky together like countless stars on a moonless night.